SANTA CLARA/SANTA CRUZ COUNTIES
AIRPORT/COMMUNITY ROUNDTABLE
PO Box 3144
Los Altos, CA 94024
September 22, 2020
Mr. Steve Dickson
Administrator
Federal Aviation Administration
800 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20591
The Honorable Anna Eshoo
698 Emerson Street
Palo Alto, California 94301
The Honorable Ro Khanna
3150 De La Cruz Blvd
Suite 240
Santa Clara, CA 95054
The Honorable Jimmy Panetta
100 W. Alisal Street
Salinas, CA 93901
Re: Upcoming Quiet Skies Caucus Meeting with FAA Administrator Dickson
Dear FAA, the House Committee on Transportation & Infrastructure, the Quiet Skies Caucus,
Congresswoman Eshoo, Congressman Khanna, and Congressman Panetta,
The Santa Clara/Santa Cruz Counties Airport/Community Roundtable (Roundtable) is pleased to hear
that the Quiet Skies Caucus is meeting with the FAA Administrator Dickson on Thursday, September 24,
2020. We hope it is a productive meeting. To that end, we have three topics that we request you
convey to Administrator Dickson during the meeting.
First, the Roundtable would like to see the FAA use different noise metrics to measure noise from air
traffic that residents experience. The FAA was required to evaluate alternative noise metrics in Section
188 of the FAA Reauthorization Act of 2018, and concluded that their current metric (DNL) is the
appropriate one to use for assessing aircraft noise impacts. The Roundtable has concerns about this
conclusion, as DNL is a 24-hour measurement that artificially diminishes the noise impact that each
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individual flight has on our shared constituents. The Roundtable has plans to propose policies to drive
new noise metrics. In the meantime, we would appreciate the Quiet Skies Caucus raising our concerns
about the FAA’s use of the DNL metric to assess noise impacts at the meeting with the FAA
Administrator.
Second, the Roundtable would like the FAA to hold newly manufactured supersonic airplanes to the
same noise certification requirements as subsonic airplanes. We recently submitted comments to the
FAA stating our position in response to the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 20-06. A copy of our
comments are attached. We would appreciate the Quiet Skies Caucus supporting this position and
bringing it up during the meeting with Administrator Dickson.
Third, our shared constituents continue to have serious concerns about the negative impacts of the
implementation of NextGen in the Northern California Metroplex. Until COVID-19 affected the aviation
industry, the noise from flights that were shifted and concentrated over residents was unbearable, and
there has been little movement by the FAA on the recommendations of the Select Committee and the
Ad-Hoc Committee. We have heard that at least one airport (Boston Logan) is working with MIT to
develop methods to disperse concentrated NextGen flight tracks. Since flight paths were dispersed prior
to the implementation of NextGen, we support adding dispersion back into flight paths to eliminate the
concentration of noise over the same set of residents. We would appreciate the Quiet Skies Caucus
getting to the root of the FAA’s resistance to dispersion and support adding dispersion of flights back
into the National Airspace System, and in particular, the Northern California Metroplex.
We appreciate the Quite Skies Caucus meeting with the FAA Administrator. If we can provide additional
information on our requests or if you would like to talk about these topics, do not hesitate to reach out
to me.
Sincerely,

Lisa Matichak
Chair, Legislative Committee of the Santa Clara/Santa Cruz Airport/Community Roundtable
cc:

FAA Western-Pacific Regional Administrator, Raquel Girvin

Attachment:

May 29, 2020 letter from the Santa Clara/Santa Cruz Airport/Community Roundtable to
the FAA re Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 20-06, Docket Number FAA-2020-0316,
Noise Certification of Supersonic Airplanes, 14 CFR Parts 21 and 36
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